NBWA SAFETY TRAINING VIDEO
PALLET JACK SAFETY

Please either circle correct answer or complete the sentence.

1. Always perform a complete ___________ of the pallet jack before you begin your shift.

2. Pallet jacks are ___________ which is different than your car and may be initially confusing.

3. Rabbit buttons are not to be
   a. taped
   b. jammed
   c. fixed so as to be in operation without actually requiring hand pressure/holding to operate
   d. all of the above

4. Put the handle in the full ___________ position to lock the motion of the jack while on the lift gate.

5. Anytime an electric pallet jack is on a lift gate, the safety gate, or retention plate, must be in the ___________.

6. How many pallets should be unloaded at a time on a lift gate?
   a. 1
   b. 2
   c. Depends on the size of the lift gate

7. Come out of the truck slowly and ___________ facing to prevent the electric pallet jack from going over the side of the lift gate.

8. Put out ___________ on the side of the lift gate to warn vehicle of your presence.
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